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Abstract
Computer-to-Plate (CTP) technology has been used for newspaper and
book production and been proved successful by several print houses.
However these publications are mostly printed with less color and
advertisments. Therefore, these fit into the niche market of CTP technolo
gy. What about magazine production? Since magazine production nor
mally requires more color, more advertisments, higher quality, can we
still make profits from this new idea without a resulting loss of quality?
State-of-the-art CTP technology is capable of producing high quality
images, and large format. The time savings and labor savings are the
biggest advantages. In addition to this, side profits like environmental
improvement may bring the graphic arts industry a new face. However,
instant change ofworkflow formagazine production is not possible.
Meantime, advertising suppliers are still providing films for combining
with editorial pages. The process of translating analog format to digital
format is the biggest drawback. This translation step will be continued
until the change over of production workflow, which will involve adver
tising suppliers providing digital file instead of films. For this purpose,
lots of efforts have beenmade through the development ofDigital
Distribution ofAdvertising for Publications (DDAP), a graphic arts
industry initiative whereby public domain accredited standards for the
open process integration inherent to the structure of developing and
delivering digital advertisingmaterial For example, the file standard for
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data compression and data transfer has been specified. This will help to
promote the development of CTP technology.
Many articles have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of CTP
technology and promoted that CTP is definitely the future of graphic arts
technology. Few of them really go into detail to provide the real figures of
how much savings we can make from CTP compared to conventional
methods, or how much capital investments are needed for this system.
The objective of this paper is to find the cost differences of capital invest
ment, material cost, labor savings and time savings. Data ofmaterial
costs will mainly be collected from library research, or interviews with
manufacturers. Data then will be organized and analysed. The conclusion
will provide a clear picture of economic realities of CTP through these
calculations and comparisons.
IX
Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
The first attempts to use CTPwere undertaken as long ago as 1968 by
Radio Corporation ofAmerica, In 1974 a more practical approach was
tried at a Gannett newspaper in the U.S. where letterpress plates were
engraved by using a high-power laser.
An important step was taken a year later by the EOCOM company with
its LogEscan system later known as Datrax from Crosfield. In 1984
EOCOM was purchased by Gerber Scientific Instruments. This later led
to the joint development together with Hoechst of the Gerber LE55
recorder. However this development did not continue very long at that
time because of the limitation of technology; prepress was not digital;
mass storage was not available at the price and the speed needed; and
digital proofing was not possible. Now these limitations are overcome,
and the installation of several printing plants have proven the possibility
of CTP technology.*
State-of-the Art
Now all pieces needed for successful direct-to-plate imaging are falling
into place. Desktop computers are extremely powerful and capable.
Postscript has become well-established for output of electronic files and
prepress, and high-performance hardware and software for raster image
processing (RIP) abound. Manufacturers havemade huge strides in
developing lithographic printing plates that are as sensitive as film,
require less energy to image, and canmaintain excellent quality on print
runs exceeding 100,000 impressions. Meanwhile, faster, larger, and more
reliable laser imagesetters suited for direct-to-plate imaging have become
more prevalent, and digital proofing technology is now capable of pro
viding accurate color proofs without films.
Whafs so special about direct-to- plate?/ And how
might it fit into prepress picture?
The traditional way of plate making means producing film on an image
setter, making and checking individual page proofs from the film, out-
putting final corrected page films, compositing the editorial and the
advertising pages into larger imposed film flats, and burning the flats
onto printing platesr
Film is used to produce final proofs. Corrected films are output, proofed
again, and manually assembled into large-format films through a time-
intensive mechanical and photographic process. These final, color-sepa-
rated composite films are then used to image the printing plate. Because
of the processing problems, uneven exposures, film distortion and regis
tration problems, Newton Rings and hot spots and impurities. The
chance ofmaking errors could be very high.^
In contrast, the newer procedure involves scanning advertisement films
(for now), combining with digital editorial files, running through imposi-
Figure 1 Workflow ofconventional vs. CTP
tion software, proofing (softproofing on screen or digital proofing on
hardware), and outputting final plates.4
Direct-to-plate imaging entails a fully electronic process that bypasses the
intermediate steps ofmaking and working with films.Assembling sheets
are eliminated. Fully composed pages created on an electronic publishing
system are imposed in press-ready formats and output on a laser plate-
setter directly onto printing plates. Despite minimizing errors, eliminat
ing the use of film (thus alleviating the growing concerns of chemical dis
posal), CTP promotes faster press make-readies, reduces paper waste on
press, maximizes press
"uptime,"
and addresses
customers' demands for
faster prepress turnaround.
Direct-to-plate also reduces cost. Independent studies based on data from
a NationalAssociation of Printers and Lithographers (NAPL) survey con
firm that direct-to plate methods can cost less than 35% ofwhat conven
tional methods The process has a high personnel savings potential,
as the intermediate photosetting step is eliminated and it is no longer
necessary to put originals manually into the platemaking systems.
However, these statements of a general nature should be checked and
evaluated individually for every printing operation. Inmany cases, espe
cially where objects are printed by outside parties, it will be necessary to
retain the conventional platemaking process for sometime to come, which
can limit considerably the potential of CTP.
The Statement of problem
Historically, going directly from computer to platemakes sense as the
next step in a progression of increasing automation as shown below.
Output of galleys to Resin Coated (RC) paper for paste-up.
Output ofwhole pages of text ( without graphics ), eliminating
paste-up labor, but still requiring photos to be stripped in convent
ionally
Incorporation of graphics to produce whole pages on film, bypass
ing darkroom work and page assembly in film.
Laige-format imagesetters with computer imposition, eliminating
stripping.
Large-format platesetters, eliminating film altogether.
The last one is a remarkable technology, but what does it do for
the customer? What makes it worth an investment of several hun
dred thousand dollars?
For anyone who might be considering CTP, the major alternative is
going to large-format, imposed film and making plates conven
tionally. What are the trade offs between conventional and CTP?
The following are the arguments in favor of going direct to plate, rather
than using film:
Material saving. CTP does not use film, and the chemicals
required are minimal.
Labor saving. Labor is saved both in platemaking and in film-
touchup.
Quicker turnaround. Most CTP approaches can get a PostScript
file onto the press faster than a film-based method.
Environmental issues.Most of the key environment issues today
are avoided by avoiding the use of film, although some chemicals
are used. In addition to providing a better solution for the environ
ment, CTP offers some additional cost savings by precluding the
use of silver recovery and the need to recycle film. In the process,
it may be possible to avoid some regulatory paperwork.
Quality. Because the film step is skipped, CTP can avoid some
problems that can occur with film. These include stretches, prob
lems with processing variability, problems with dimensional stabil
ity, and problems with imperfect contact between film and plate
during exposure.
Paper use and start-up time. It is often said that CTP plates can
achieve better initial registration on the press than even carefully
implemented film-punchmethods. This may lead to quicker start
up and less waste at the beginning of a press run.
? Workflow. There are fewer steps in the workflow associated with
CTP, which can lead to supervisory savings and easier manage
ment ofwork in progress.
In addition, there are two other benefits shared with the film system:
Saving in stripping labor. Saving stripping costs is a strong argu-
ment for either imposed film or plates, especially for four color
work The savings are the same, whether imposition is done to
film or plates.
Flexibility in replating for a different press. In the conventional
process, the skilled labor that goes into stripping is lost if the job
must be disassembled and restripped for another press.
Despite these advantages, some disadvantages come along with it:
Plate cost may be higher. For the moment, the Hoechst N90 plates
widely used for CTP are more expensive than the comparable con
ventional plates.
There is no opportunity for stripping in corrections. Every cor
rection, no matter how small, incurs the cost of imaging a new
plate.
The equipment investment cost is higher. Currently, platesetters
cost $100,000 to $200,000 higher than large-format imagesetters
designed for film.
The technology is still being proven. CTP technology is still rela
tively new, although parts of it have been in use for up to six
years.
A complete conversion to CTP is possible, but requires very detailed
planning of the system components and the organizational processes. In
addition attentionmust be paid to the integration of the hardware com
ponents?
It is clear that CTP technology has offered a tremendous benefit to the
industry. However, is CTP for everyone in terms of efficiency and econo
my. Some companies have successfully installed this new technology
and been very satisfied with the quality and the saving. Others suspect
the reality of CTP technology.
This projectmainly regards the questions of economic efficiency in a
generally positive light, especially with a view to the future as the capital
costs for the machines and the prices of the plates are expected to fall.
The economies achieved by the elimination of the costs for film and pho-
tosetting paper are currently not clear because of the expensive CTP
plates.
In addition, the tendency of encouraging the advertising community and
its suppliers to prepare all advertising materials for publication printing
in an acceptable file format is in progress. The development ofDDAP
and how it will affect the new way of magazine production will be
addressed.
Reason for Interest
To keep the quality up and bring the price down are the goals behind the
printing and publishing business. The author's interest is based on the
attractive benefits of CTP. There have been many statements about how
good CTP is; howmuch saving it will bring to us. However, he would
like to find out every detail of price comparison by himself since the cost
of the CTP system is so high.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases for the Study
In order to further discuss the efficiency of CTP technology, the quality
and resolution generated from CTP systems have to be studied. Currently
several image recording systems are available. More and more companies
are inventing new systems with larger formats and better durability. The
price of an entire CTP system can be expected to fall. Meantime, in the
transition, plates like CTX are particularly designed for using bothways.
Several articles are reviewed and discussed in this chapter.
Computer-to-Plate Plate
Currently available plates/durability/resolution
With so many materials fromwhich to choose, selecting the plate materi
als thatmeet the shop's cost, resolution, ease-of-handling and intended
press-run requirements become an important issue.* Varieties of plates
are currectly available and have a large number of alternatives as you can
see Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Variables in Plate selection
Plates suitable for a CTP system have to meet the following criteria:
1. High light sensitivity
2. Simple processing procedures
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3. Sufficient resolution
4. Satisfactory run length^
From the evolution of digital plate technology and usability, computer-to-
plate seems to have matured. The summary of the development of the
digital plate market during the last five years is given in Figure 3. In the
beginning, several products were launched on the market (e.g. silver
halide plates on polyester film or electronic plates) that were suitable for
use only in certain market niches. Although these plates feature a high
light sensitivity, compromises had to be made with regard to other char
acteristics. These include:
1. a relatively low resolution;
2. short lengths of print run, from 5,000 to 25,000 impressions;
3. only a limited dimensional stability of the plates;
4. required "special" printing conditions (ink, fountain solution) ^
Recently introduced to the industry are plates sensitive to argon-ion
lasers, making them suitable for computer-to-plate imaging. (Some are
also suitable for other types of light sources.) Line screen resolution capa
bilities range from 150 to 300. The plates handle run lengths of 40,000 to
a million ormore, depending on the particular job and the plate process
ing method.
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Electrostatic paper-based plates for imagingwith a laser printer are coat
ed with a zinc oxide emulsion for conversion and will deliver about 1,000
to 2,500 impressions, varying per manufacturer. More durable polyester-
based plates (which tend to stress less on press, insuremore accurate reg
ister) are capable of up to 15,000 or 25,000 impressions.4
Varieties of metal plates which are suitable for long run-length are cur
rently available. Printware's Litho-aluminum offset plates are said to pro
duce 100,000 impressions. Dupont's Howson plates for use in blue light
imagesetters are capable of 300,000 impressions. CTX digital plates from
Polychrome (with 32 x 42-inch format) have the capability of 150,000
impressions. When used with a "polyfusing baking system," Polychrome
says ". . . runs of one million are
The concept of CTX was to offer the user the combined advantage and
possibilities of the use of film and plate but without the film step in the
process. This was specially designed for the transition of conventional
plate making to direct-to-plate system. Its advantages are:
long print run capacity;
good resolution;
suitable for use in all imagesetters;
wide range of spectral sensitivity;
durability of the exposed, but not yet processed image;
printing behavior like a conventional plate; and
the ability to work in both positive and negativemodest
14
These improvements of current plate technology bring us exciting news
for the future of CTP.
Quality
According to the result of a research project started last year by IFRA and
NATS at EMPA/UGRA, the accuracy of dot generation is more exact in
computer-to-plate than in any other platemaking processes, simply
because it has less working steps that could cause generation losses. The
accuracy can be seen from the even and nicely shaped dot gain curved
measured from the print Figure 4. The dot gain curve of CTP renders
ideally and proportionally along the increase of percent dot area. In con-
35- Electrophotographies! Jk
30.
Computer-to-plate / '
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25.
>
8 20.
1
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S // J *
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Figure 4 Dot gain curves from three prints
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trast, dot gain curves of conventional and electrophotographic^ are not
proportionally rendered.
Detail rendition accuracy was evaluated from the EMPA/UGRA
PostScript plate control wedge exposed by using different methods: com
puter-to-plate, negative film and OPC (electrophotographic plates).
Computer-to-plate showed clearly the best detail rendition performance.
One troubling finding of the IFRA study was that the consistency com
parison of different processes showed unexpectedly high variation for
CTP. This can be seen in Figure 5. Four colors, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow,
Figure 5 The consistency comparison ofdifferent process colors showed unex
pectedly high variation for CTP
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and Black (CMYK) were run and compared for six days. Dot areas of
each colormeasured on a 50% field control strip vary greatly. More infor
mation is needed to determine the significance of this variation.
The run length of the plates used in computer-to-plate technology is
reported by the manufacturers to be as good as for conventional negative
plates/
Time
Saving time is saving money. According to Asahi Shimbun, a Japanese
daily newspaper which has been testing CTP system for two-years, com
paring the time required formaking a printing plate formonochrome
printing, eight minutes and thirty-six seconds are required for producing
the first plate by the conventional method (including film-makingwith
an imagesetter) compared to fourminutes and fifteen seconds in the CTP
system. Making of duplicates takes thirty-three seconds each convention
ally and sixty-five seconds on the CTP system.
When printing monochrome and using the CTP system, the first printing
press can be started fourminutes twenty-two seconds earlier then with
conventional plates. This speed advantage can be maintained up until
the ninth plate is produced. Using the CTP system for color printing, the
first plate is produced in fourminutes and twenty seconds, as compared
to the eleven minutes and eithteen seconds needed with the conventional
system.**
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Environmental
Eliminating the film step through the digital plate-imaging process does
not eliminate the environmental concerns because, like film, many of the
plates use a silver-halide emulsion for holding the image. True, but, with
the standard workflow, multiple stages of film are produced before the
plate, and with direct to plate all of that film is eliminated. So it may not
be absolute, but it certainly represents a desirable improvement over the
old approach.
In addition, when the complete change-over to the CTP system has been
completed, plotters, auto-mixers, light tables, film cases and film devel
oping liquid disposal will become redundant, resulting in substantial sav
ing in plant space.
Cost
Savings in material costs: Since the text and graphics are recorded direct
ly in the CTP system, films for recording images on the plates are not
needed any more. Eliminating the expenses for the filmmeans a consid
erable savings inmaterial costs.
Savings inmanpower cost: Considerable savings inmanpower can be
achieved in the CTP system as film handling has been eliminated ^
In a brief analysis, Ted Freer, BusinessDevelopment Manager ofHorsel
Anitec (a company that produces aluminum CTP plates), explained,
" I
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have attempted to assess the impact of CTP on an actual five-color job on
eight A4 pages. The figures were compiled and calculated by a repro
house which is currently assessing the potential of CTP. The exercise
compares and contrasts the workflow and translates them into material
and labor costing."
From Figure 6, on the left are listed the stages in the production process
and the number of hours each operator took to produce two sets of SRA4
sized plates using conventional methods. The hours were then calculated
using CTP technology. As you can see, the time saving was 2.5 hours per
eight pages.
METHOD OF OPERATION CONVENTIONAL CTP
HOURS HOURS
SCANNING 2 340 2 280
CAMERA/CONTACT 2 188
PLANNING 7 288 3 120
OUTPUT/RIP 4 160
FILM EXPOSURE 1 80
PLATEMAKING I 106 1.5 160
13 1002 10.5 720
SAVING USING CTP - 2.5HOURS URA (28%)
Figure 6 CTP v s Conventional cost analysis
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"A similar sort of exercise was carried out to include con
sumable products. As the traditional repro tasks of compo
sition and imposition are carried out electronically, the
consumables associated with these activities are no longer
required. These materials include montage and masking
foils, repro/ planning sundries, graphic arts film, the asso
ciated chemicals,
etc."
"So the consolidated picture of labor and materials shows
a total saving by using CTP against conventionalmethods
of 282 Liras on this particular job. This represents a 28 per
cent overall cost saving . . ., the economies were made in
both time and intermediate consumables. We believe that
in the majority of printing operations, the time factorwill
prove to be themost significant element"
*"
However, if you are considering investing in a CTP system, take into
account first what your volume and quality requirements are. High-vol
ume, high-quality imagesetters carry price tags that begin at about
$200,000.
High end CTP systems were initially developed for large printing opera
tions to speed volume plate production. According to a survey of the lit
erature onwhafs available in digital imagesetters and platesetters, the
total cost of assembling a CTP system, excluding compute^ is in the
$300,000 to $400,000 range. For the highest quality and volume, systems
can exceed $1,000,000 in total cost. There are ongoing operating expenses
for plate materials, and perhaps even costs forwaste disposal. The image
resolution these systems produce typically start at 2400 dpi or even high
er, and many offer formats large enough to output multi-page imposition.
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"Even though the plates for the LaserStar platemaking
system are almost 40% more expensive than traditional
plates we find that the savings in other areas outweigh
the concern of the extra
expense,"
claims Gary Savela,
prepress manager at West Publishing. "We can image
twenty-four page plate in about five to six minutes the
time it took for conventional method would bemuch
longer/*"
Proofing
Proofing has been the popularAchilles' heel for computer-to-plate for the
past ten years. Critics cite the inability to get a meaningful representation
ofwhat to expect on the press without something tangible, like film.
Since computer-to-plate does not use film, there is no occasion to create
laminate proofs from film. Digital proofers provide us with solutions.
Although there are a number of digital proofing devices in themarket,
few have demonstrated a strong ability to accurately represent the color
of the final piece. One digital proofing system which does provide accu
rate color proofs is Optronic's Intelliproofwhich accepts PostScript files
and produces either separation film or large-format, full-color proofs
with laser-generated halftone dots, 2,000 or 4r000 dpi resolution, 33- to
300- lines-per-inch halftone screening. The resulting proofs which are
generated on photosensitive paper instead of film, closely predict how a
job will look on press. Other digital proofing systems like Kodak's
Approval System and 3M's DigitalMatchprint also provide digital color
proofs that can emulate dot gain.
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In order to realize the potential cost savings afforded by computer-to-
plate, proofing is going to have to be digital. This will become more
acceptable over the next five years as hardware and software solutions
are implemented and win the trust of users and print buyers.
Editorial /Advertising
Combining editorial and advertising is the current problem. Lower num
bers of advertising pages have to be considered because the printer has to
scan the supplied advertising film to get the digital file necessary to go
direct to plate. Leading the list of direct-to-plate obstacles has been the
limited availability of advertisingmaterials in a digital format.
Most advertising agencies have followed well behind designers, publish
ers and printers in their adoption of desktop publishing and the capabili
ty to output in electronic form. During the past year, however there has
been a strong trend toward the adoption of desktop technology by adver
tising agencies. Today, more agencies are doing at least some production
on the desktop, then sending theirmaterial to a trade shop to create film
for multiple printers.
As agencies progress in their implementation of technology and as this
technology improves, some experts anticipate that an increasing number
will take over the entire production task, eliminating the need for pre
press service providers to process materials. The elimination of film, its
22
variations and chemical processing needs, will serve as a catalyst to move
advertising agencies in this direction. However, the impediment now is
the lack of standards or specification for submitting electronic materials
to advertisers, publishers and printers. What is needed is a kind of elec
tronic Specifications forWeb Offset Publications
(SWOP)."
To address this issue, the Digital Distribution ofAdvertising for
Publications (DDAP) has been created. The necessity for developing
specifications to facilitate the digital distribution of advertising for publi
cations is gainingwidespread support. To date the DDAPAssociation's
testing activity has been focused in three major areas advertising data
transfers, data compression, and color repeatability. The current stan
dardized file formats have been adopted.
ANSI IT 8.8 (TIFF/IT): . .Standard format for color picture data
Standard format for line art data
Standard format formonochrome
picture and line art data
ISO-JPEG Data compression
ANSI 1T8.9/2 Data transfer
TheAmerican National Standard Institute (ANSI) IT8.8 standard, which
is also known as 1 IFF/ IT, was recently provided as anNational
Standard. TheANSI IT8.8 standard provides a standard data format for
23
the exchange of graphic art data across a variety of systems used within
the process/4
Color picture data is just one of the important data types that needs to be
exchanged across a variety of systems used within the graphic art
industry (see Appendix A for complete reference).
After the standard file format has been established. The other important
issue is editability. Everybody needs editability. Editability is the ability
to make specified changes to the data files throughout the process.
Specified changes are those changes that people involved with the
process want or need to have made. Unspecified changes are changes
that are both unwanted and highly undesirable. One of the problems
that the industry has is that a lot of unspecified changes seem to occur in
the process of getting data into print. Page description languages (PDLs)
like Postscript do not work well for the purpose of data transfer because
they were basically designed for driving output
devices/*
Therefore, the Page Imaging Model (PIM) which is also known as the
ANSI IT8.9/2 has been developed for this specific purpose. PIM is a
developing data transfer standard that takes an object oriented approach
to its programming. Itmeans objects on a page get transferred
from one system to another as objects. PIM also allows for pages to be
edited, or changed at the receive site.l^
24
These standardizations of file format are supporting CTP as a backbone.
They will become part of new workflows as the industry moves toward
the new technology, especially formagazine production that receives con
siderable amount of advertising from third parties.
25
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Chapter 3
Literature Review
Several articles and literature about magazine, newspaper, and book pro
duction, were studied in order to compare the saving ofmaterial cost,
man-power, space requirements, etc. In addition, a study of how maga
zines used to be organized in traditional workflows and how organiza
tions are changing around the new workflows of CTP systems.
West Publishing Company is a closely held, vertically integrated legal
and college text book printer and publisher. It prints some twenty billion
pages and sixty million books and pamphlets annually. Much of its out
put is black and white text with little graphics. While it does produce
considerable process color work, it uses no outside advertising.
Everything is created and processed in house.
The LaserStar CTP application is confined to black and white text with
little graphics.The Krause LaserStar installed at West Publishing can
therefore be described as a specialized niche application in which all
input elements can be brought together at one time and in one place.
Digital inputs can be electronically imposed and imaged on large format
plates eliminating film and reducing turnaround times. Side benefits
claimed by the environmentally conscious West Publishing include:
film saving ( 30,000 sheets/year)
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chemistry saving (16,000 gallons/ year)
water saving ( 60,000 gallons/year) *
Asahi Shimbun , a Japanese daily, has developed a Computer-to-Plate
(CTP) system inwhich OPC (Organic Photosensitive Compound) print
ing plates are exposed directly by signals emitted from a computer. Asahi
Shimbun claimed the benefits of CTP as:
Saving in material cost
Environmental improvement
Reduction in capital investment
Shorter processing time
Man-power saving
The next step, Asahi Shimbun plans to introduce CTP units at its main
plant in Tokyo. This plant is equipped with five monochrome platemak-
ers, five color platemakers, six plotter-developers and other devices relat
ed to film processing. When it shifts to CTP system, the newspaper only
needs five CTP units. With regard to the cost, one CTP unit is priced
about 25% higher than the conventional platemaking machine at present
but, according to the manufacturer, the cost is expected to come down to
the same as the conventional platemaking
machine.2
"Calculation and investigation of the efficiency of
CTP," March 1994 issue
of Newspaper Techniques, by Kurt Schlapfer, explains how to calculate the
efficiency of CTP systems, establishing the cost per plate and comparing
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them with other platemaking systems. Sclapfer lists a model character of
efficiency calculation and a check list of factors thatmust be taken into
account for the introduction of a CTP system.
The Dunn Report, June 1994 issue, has a complete record of findings of
DDAP. It explained how DDAP was formed, the function ofDDAP, its
responsibility, the efforts they have made so far, how will these efforts
influence the the workflow of reproduction in the feature of printing and
publishing industry.
"Computer to Plate: Into theMainstream/'Pmift'ng Impression March
1994 By Stivison, Douglas provides an overview of a CTP systems, the
kind of substrate available, the durability of each plate, the format of the
plate, light source, proofing system, and the cost ofmaterials. His
assumption is that CTP is definitely the future; all the material cost will
be expected to come down.
"Computer-to-Plate Output Comes to Commercial Printing" The Seybold
Report on Publishing Systems September 9, 1994 has a distinct comparison
of CTP to conventional. The focus is about cost analysis. This article
explains whether to invest an extra $100,000 to $200,000 to get a plateset-
ter. " If you make 500 plates a week ( about 25,000 plates per year) and
use $7.00 worth of film to expose each one, you are spending $175,000 a
year on film. Moving to CTPwould save enough to pay formuch or all
of the platesetter's in the first year alone." The article also explains how
30
much the CTP plates cost. If the cost of plates for CTP operation is much
greater than conventional plates, can CTP technology still make profit by
eliminating the film process?
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Endnotes for Chapter 3
^Kraus Debuts its First U.S. Computer-to-Plate Installation." The Dunn
Report Sep. 1994- 16.
2Shodonitta. "Computer-to-plate proves itself at the <Asahi Shimbun>.'
Newspaper Technique Jan. 1993: 60.
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Chapter 4
Hypothesis
The primary investigation resulted in a detailed accumulation of evi
dence from the various sources.
Current research indicates on a theoretical base that:
1. The resolution and the durability of CTP plate is not a problem any
more. Line screen resolution has a capabilities range from 150 to 300 Ipi.
The plates can handle run lengths of 40,000 to a million or more.
2. Quality could be as good or better then conventional because there are
less steps in the workflow. The chance of making errors is therefore
reduced.
3. Saving of filmmaterial and chemistry is the biggest profit.All the
equipment for producing films can therefore be eliminated.
4. Considerable saving in labor is achieved by eliminating platemaking
and film touchup.
Statement ofHypothesis
CTP technology is economically feasible for use inmagazine production.
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Chapter 5
Methodology
Data collection
Data for the cost of both CTP system and conventional platemaking sys
tem including plate cost of different manufactures, different processing
methods, and labor costs based on the United States have been collected
from either library research or telephone interview.
Comparison of Calculation and investigation
It is possible to compare the efficiency of CTP systems by establishing the
cost per plate and comparing them with other platemaking processes.
The comparison and calculations are based on a number of conditions
which were laid down for a certain operation and a certain type of pro
duction. But the calculation itself can simply be applied to other opera
tions by changing the assumed conditions.
The calculation has a model character and the same time represents a
checklist of the factors that must be taken into account for the introduc
tion of a CTP system. Four factors constitute the starting point for this
calculation:
1. Capital investment for the platemaking system (which varies
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depending on the size of the company and the workflow that suit
the company).
2. Number of personnel required for platemaking as well as for oper
ating and maintaining the system.
(With regard to number of personnel, our analysis must distin
guish between part-time jobs or full-time jobs.)
3. Number of plates produced annually.
4. Space requirements.
(Note: In the case of capital investment, another system for back-up
should be included in the calculation if the type of publication, like news
paper, consumes large amount of plates. This would double the capital
investment. This would also influence the space requirement.)
The following assumptions are made:
The number of employees determines the wage costs, and the
secondary wage costs should be included in the calculation.
The material costs per plate can be calculated on the basis of
plates consumption per-job.
Added to the total of these costs are the general overheads,
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which then give the annual costs. This figure is then divided
by the number of plates per year.
The same methods are used to analyze the conventional plate making
system. This study analyzed the costs associated with the production of a
single issue of a magazine by both CTP and Conventional methods. The
investment cost has to be isolatedwhen doing the comparison since it is
a fixed cost, which means it is not an expense for every year. Because the
total of the operational cost and material cost of CTP is less then the
Conventional method, it has confirmed the hypothesis that CTP is eco
nomically feasible for use in magazine production.
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Chapter 6
The Result
The purpose of this study is to investigate the economical efficiency of
Computer to Plate technology. The technology has been applied to differ
ent kinds of production successfully. However, magazine production
meets more challenge due to the workflow issue. In addition, this study
was intended to benefit printers and publishers who are interested in
gaining additional knowledge which will help them to adopt the rapid
changes caused by technology transformation. In relation to the purpose,
success was achieved by accumulating evidence and interviewingwith
Michael Simon, vice president of Publisher press, and Scott Caperto,
Computer-To-Plate system-manager of Publishers Press which is located
in Shepherdsville, Kentucky, printing more than 400 titles each month
and is the first printer to have used a direct-to-plate process exclusively
in the production of a four-color magazine. The result supported the
hypothesis.
A Costs Comparison of Platemaking Process
1. Capital investments
Current CTP system used in Publishers Press for Sports Car
International (SCI) include one Optronic platesetter for imaging plates,
one Eskfot scanner for digitizing advertising pages( films are still provid
ed by advertising agency), one MacQuadra 800s and 650s for electronic
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stripping of advertising, one IntegraphDP/Studio workstation for color
correction and low-resolution/high-resolution file swap, one PC for elec
tronic imposition, one optical storage device (see Appendix B for current
and proposed workflow). In the contrast to the conventional system, the
system includes one Opticopy system for exposing and processing films,
one fliptop for plates exposure, one plates processor which is normally
installed free with a contract of purchasing plates (see Figure 7 for cost
comparison of capital investment of two systems).
2. Personnel costs per year
The number of employees determine the personnel cost. With conven
tional platemaking system, six operators (two shifts) for films exposure
and eight operators (two shifts) for platemaking were needed. Now with
computer-to-plate system, four operators for platemaking and film digi
tizing are sufficient Personnel for filmmaking are no longer needed.
Figure 7 shows the calculation of personnel costs of two systems (Wages
of employees are assumed based on industry survey). Wages of employ
ees vary depending upon region.
3. Material costs
With Computer-to-Plate system, films are no longer needed; and chem
istry consumption is also proportionally reduced. In a lot of cases, film
costs can be even more expensive than plates costs. For example, Fuji
films used in an opticopy camera cost $1.35 per square foot. Fuji plates
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cost $1.25 per square foot in average (price of plates also varies depend
ing on run-length of the plates). Theoretically, benefits should be generat
ed by eliminating film consumption. However, the costs of CTP plates are
not cheap either. Currently there are a variety of plate selections available
( see Appendix C for complete reference of CTP plates). None of their list
price is officially published. DuPont estimates that the cost ofHowson
direct imaging plates is roughly equivalent to the cost of conventional
plate material and final film combined approximately $1.80 per square
foot Purchasing volume also affects the costs. Chemistry savings from
eliminating film is actually minimal because DuPonfs Silverlith con
sumes more chemistry than conventional materials. Thus, economical
benefit of material saving is not very clear. A comparison of two systems
inmaterial costs is also displayed in Figure 7.
4. Model calculation of material costs for platemaking
Basis: The average page count of all edition of Sports Car International
from July to December 1994 is 84 pages.
All 84 pages are printed in 4-color, 8-up.
84 / 8 = 10.5
( 10.5 plates for each color, 11 plates are consumed.)
11X4 = 44
( 44 plates total are consumed for the entire four-color publica
tion.)
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Conventional platemaking Computer-to-Plate
(in thousand) (in thousand)
Investment Investments
1 Opticopy camera system for 1 Eskofot scanner
film recording
250
1 Fliptop system for plate
120
1 IntegraphDP/Studio
80
1 Platesetter
exposure 285
20 IPC
1 plate processing system
3
2MACs
20 7
1 Optical storage system
2
Total $290 Total $497
Personnel costs/year (in thou Personnel costs/year (in thou
sand) sand)
Film exposure 2-shift Plate recorder 2-shift
6 operators 4 operators
Direct wage costs 170 Direct wage costs 114
Secondary wage costs 50 Secondary wage costs 34
Total $220 Total $148
Material costs (8-up) Material costs (8-up)
Film 6.75 Plate 10.13
Plate 6.08 Chemistry 0.74
Chemistry 0.81
Total $13.64 Total $10.87
Figure 7 A cost comparison of platemaking process
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Conventional platemaking Computer-to-Plate
44 X $13.60 = $600.16 44 X $10.87 = $478.28
Cost comparison based on one issue
Conventional platemaking Computer-to-plate
$600.16 $478.28
Deviation
$121.88
Cost comparison based on 22 issues (1 year)
$600.16 X 12 = $7201.92 $478.28 X 12 = $5739.36
material saving based on one publication per year
$201.96 (deviation) X 12 (months) = $1462.56
Summary
Conventional Computer-to-Plate
Investments (once-off) $290,000.00 $497,000.00
Personnel costs /year $220,000.00 $148,000.00
Material costs/year $7201.92 $5739.36
(based on model)
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For a single issue, CTP system saved up to $72,000 from personnel and
$1462.56 frommaterial cost. In comparison to capital investment which
CTP is $207,000 higher than conventional, the saving frommaterial cost
and personnel is not able to compensate the investment cost. However, a
company does not only print one magazine. Optronic has the capability
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
Conventional Q CTP
Figure 8 Economical comparison of different
platemaking system
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of handling 6 plates per hour. 1,716 plates can be produced in a month
(about 39 titles can be handled by a single machine) if a machine runs
thirteen hours a day and twenty two days a month. In addition to the
saving of power consumption and space rental, the total savings in the
first twenty months will be able to compensate the extra expense in capi
tal investment. Figure 9 shows the capital investment of CTP system is
higher at the starting point. At the end of the twentieth month, the extra
capital investment can be disregarded; the saving from material costs and
personnel costs would be net savings from the third year (also see
Appendix D).
$1,400,000 T
$1,200,000 -.
$1,000,000 --
$800,000
$600,000 --
$400,000 -; -
$200,000 --
$0
Year 2
Yearl
ll I I I l 1 I I I ll ll l I l II l I * I l
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25
Months
CTP Conventional
Figure 9 The total expenses (including capital investment) of
different platemaking system in twenty four months
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5. A comparison of turnaround time saved in computer-to-platework
flow (OptiCopy vs CTP).
Conventional Minutes CTP Minutes
Output 8 pages onto Punch Plate
typesetting paper (TSP)
5.00
1.00
Expose 8 pages on Opti-Copy Image Plate, 8 up
15.00 10.00
Process negative
2.00 Process the Plate
Proof negative and opaque
8.00
2.00
Punch and Expose Plate
2.00
ProofRead and Bend
Process the Plate
2.00
8.00
Proof Read, Bend
4.00
Total time for producing one plate
Tune/Minutes 35.00 21.00
Time needed for producing all plates of SCI
44 X 35 = 1540 Minutes 44 X 21 = 924 Minutes
Deviation = 616 Minutes
( Note: Only platemakingworkflow is considered; other factors may also
affect the turnaround time of entire reproduction.)
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6. Space requirements
This information is not available at this stage because none of the maga
zine printers has completely converted. According to Scott, they estimat
ed that four to five platesetters will be able to handle the entire operation
that used to be done with five Opticopy systems, eight Fliptop exposure
units and two Plate processors. Assuming this is the reality, then the
space requirements will be relatively smalt
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Summary based on interviewwithMichael Simon, vice president of
Publishers Press, and Scott Caperto, system manager
? Comparing with CTP platemaking method, conventional procedure is
labor-intensive, involving myriad steps, huge cameras, chemical bath,
and hours handling materials and waiting for results.
? Proofing is not necessary if the agreement between printer and con
sumers is established.
? CTP system offers production efficiencies by maximizing press utiliz
ing and quickening response to consumers' demands for faster job
turnaround, two to five days faster in average for entire production.
? Chemistry savings is minimal because platemakers and plates gener
ate silver-halide byproducts similar to film.
? The result of the production is in fact extremely positive. More and
more publications are working with printer and willing to go direct-
to-plate.
Q Because of faster turnaround time and less material costs, Publishers
Press are able to offer customers a better price.
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? Up to sevenmagazine publications will go direct-to-plate within few
months.
Q Publishers is planning to convert all conventional systems into com
puter-to-plate systems. This will free up lots of space requirements
and provide a better working environment
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Chapter 7
Summary and conclusion
Drawing on the result, it was concluded: Computer-to-plate technology
is economically feasible for use inmagazine production. The results of
the study that reflect the the hypothesis includes:
1. Turnaround time: up to five days in a single production is saved
even though films of advertising pages need to be digitized in
current workflow.
2. Personnel costs: twenty to thirty percent of personnel costs are
saved.
3. Material costs have been saved 0.6 percent only by now. The
future CTP plate price will further determine the economical effi
ciency of this category.
4. Quality of output is comparable to the conventional method.
However, the results only apply to certain circumstances.Assumptions
have to be made:
1. Press operators are well trained to run pre-press computer sys
tems (plates may break and there will be no film from which a
contact exposure can be made).
2. Alternative of color proofing which is usually made from films
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is found or the agreement of adopting soft proof between cus
tomer and printer is established.
(Currently Publishers Press adopts soft proof. Soft proof can be
reliable if color management is applied properly. In addition,
several digital proofing options are also available.)
For the whole graphic arts industry, the investigation supports that films
will still be around formany years to come. Meantime, two systems will
have to be used side-by-side. The CTPmarket will grow continuously
( for example, Publishers Press has purchased two more platesetters;
Donnelley has started transition to CTP). For large-volume printing, the
economics are right. Color proofing will still remain the biggest problem
if it is required. Standard digital file format is not wide-used yet. Even so,
new solutions are still coming along all the time.
For new investors, the authorwould not recommend going CTP without
careful experiment The capability of CTP system is not the problem, but
the training of personnel and the suitable workflow for the company is
critical.
For small-to-medium size companies, capital investment has to be careful
considered. With a platesetter range from $200,000 to $400,000, it would
take two to four years to reach return on investment (ROI) based on
$100,000 saving in labor a year. Since most electronic prepress equipment
is replaced in three years, ROI has to be reached before replacing it.
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Many factors beyond the equipment itself and the platematerials affect
the final, printed image produced by CTP systems. These may eventually
turn into additional operating costs. A few questions to ask oneself
before going CTP:
? Compared to platemaker or camera operations, how much
time do you really stand to save by outputting directly to plate
material?
How many completely, ready-to-print pages do you output
from your desktop system or are submitted by customers?
Is your desktop operator skilled enough to make efficient and
profitable use of CTP system?
Do your customers typically want to inspect the job at various
stages of completion?
Will your customers accept a digital proof?
Do you have high-end or desktop electronic prepress systems
that allow you to handle supplied electronic files internally?
Is your press equipment under 22" and are your sales over $3
million?
or
Is your press equipment larger than 22" and your sales at least
$8 million?
Ifmost of the answers is "yes" to these questions, then the company
should really consider computer-to-plate technology.
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Chapter 8
Issues related to proofing problem
Case against proofs
There are two possible solutions to the proofing problem. One is using
digital proofing; the other is using no proofs. Some suggest it is possible
to do away with proofs. Proofing can be an optional step when cost and
turnaround time are serious goal. David Brown, director of imaging
products at Creo Products, said, "Eliminate proofs wherever possible.
They slow down the process and diffuse responsibility. Proof only what
has to be proofed and proof it to the owner. Whoever is responsible for
that process step, look for the fastest and cheapest proof that covers what
you care about And do it early in the production cycle. Publishers must
take the responsibility for delivering the right data."*
Trends of digital proofing systems
Digital proofing, whichwas being dismissed by most right-thinking
graphic arts professionals as an expensive toy, is expanding rapidly.
Color copiers and printers are gaining acceptance as both final output
device and intermediate proofers. In fact, the market for conventional
proofing systems appears to be almost completely mature. Few shops
intend to buy conventional proofing systems in the next few years.
In recent survey, over 15 percent of all responders reported operating a
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digital proofing device at their site. The figures are even more striking for
trade shops (40 percent) and prepress service companies (30 percent).
Digital proofers still lag far behind conventional proofing systems, which
were reported by all trade shops, 80 percent of prepress service compa
nies, and over 60 percent of commercial printers, but they are gaining.
Over 35 percent of all respondents intend to purchase a digital proofing
system during the next two years. The figures are much higher in certain
categories, especially commercial printers (38.3 percent), color trade
shops (40.0 percent). By the year of 19%, these devices will be in the
majority of graphic arts plants in the Northeast. On the contrary, only 7.9
percent on all respondents reported any plants to purchase conventional
proofing systems in the next two years, virtually all of them commercial
printers. None of the responding prepress houses or trade shops reported
plans to add conventional proofing systems/
Other color proofing
systems
Digital proofers
Color copiers
Color printers
Conventional proofing- _
systems
i >
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Figure 10 Market of proofing systems
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Endnotes for Chapter 8
1. Fenton, Howard. "The Hard TruthAbout Computer-To-Plate."
PrintingNews March 1995: 5.
2. Johnston, Peter. "Digital Proofers Steam Roll Conventional Systems,
PrintingNews July 1994: 5.
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Appendix A
Digital date exchange standard for DDAP
Requirement
Standard format for color
picture Data
Standard format for color
line art data
Solution
ANSI rT8.1/ISO 10755
(mag tape transport media)
ANSI rT8.8 (TIFF/ IT)
(transportmechanism independent)
ANSI IT8.2/ ISO 10756
(mag tape transport media)
ANSI IT8.8 (TIFF/ IT)
(transportmechanism independent)
Standard format for geometric ANSI IT8.3/ISO 10757
data(ie., graphic primitives, (multiple transport media)
vectors, etc.) ANSIIT8.9/1(PILH
(transportmedia independent)
ANSI1T8.9/2(PIM)+
(full editability, transport media
60
(full editability, transport media
independent
Standard format formonotone ANSI IT8.5/ ISO 10759
picture and line art data (mag tape transport media)
ANSI IT8.8 (TIFF/ IT)
Color picture data compression ISO - JPEG
Color control standards ANSI IT8.7/ 1 - Scanners
ANSI FT8.7/2 - Scanners
ANSI IT8.7/ 3 -Output
ANSI it8.7/4 - RGB and color space
CGATS .5 - Measurement technique
CGATS .6 - USAType 1 (Digital
SWOP)
+ Draft standards nearing final review
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Appendix B
Current and Proposed workflow of
Publishers Press for direct-to-plate image
Plwtos
High-End scanner
Intergraph
DP/Studio
workstation
Low-res file
Page makeup in DTP
with low-res file
Mac Quadra 800s
and 650s for elec -
tronic stripping of
ads
PostScript page files
i z
Impose in ScenicSoft
Preps software on PC
Intergraph DP/Studio
for low-res file swap
eIhnage DuPont
Silverlith plates on
Optronics XLP
Platesette
Current steps
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Appendix D
24 months costs comparison ofdifferent platemaking systems
CTP Conventional
Capital investment $497,000 $290,000
Personnel(per-month) $12,333 $18,333
Material ( based on $18,653 $23,406
39 titles per-month)
Total monthly expenses based on 39 titles
Month CTP Conventional
_-___J
J. $577,986 433U739.
2 $558,972- 4323,478.
_1 .$589,955. 4415,218.
A $670,944. $456,957.
-5 $651,930. $498,696.
A $687,916. $540,435.
7- .$713-901 $582,175-
A $744,887- $673,914,
R .$725,873. 4665^653.
JO 4806,859- 4707,392.
Jl 4837,845. 4249,132-
12 4868,831 1790,871.
1
Year 2
$8.99,817 ....
$930,803
-4832,610-
2 $874349
3 $961,789 $916,089
4 $992,775 $957,828
5 $1,023,761 $999,567
6 $1,054,747 $1,041,306
7 $1,085,732 $1,083,046
8 $1,116,718 $1,124,785
9 $1,147,704 $1,166,524
10 $1,178,690 $1,208,263
11 $1^209,676 $1,250,003
12 $1,240,662 $1,291,742
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Creo
Appendix E
Tentative comparison of8-up selected platesetters
Crosfield Esher-Graad
Model Platesetter 3244 650 CTP
Laser YAG Green Argon Ion Argon Ion
Wavelength 532nm 488nm 488nm
Power 23 - 75 mw
Beams 32 or 480 1 1
Load/Unload Plate 30 sec 30 sec to 1 min
Best Exposure Time 3 min @ 2400 dpi 2.5 @ 2000 dpi
System External Drum Hatbed Hatbed/ Int.
Resolutions 1200 - 3200 dpi 2000 dpi 100 - 6000 dpi
Max. Plate 32" X 44" 19" X 25" 32"X44'7
40" X 50"
RIP Harlequin Magna Adobe CPSI
Processor On Line On Line On Line
Media Alum, Poly, Film Aluminum Aluminum
Plate 6 -16 mils 6 -16 mils 4 -12 mils
Price $350 - $700,000 $200,000 $175 - 200,000
Wet or Dry Wet Wet Wet
Sold By:
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Gerber Gerber Krause
Model Crescent/42 2800 LX170
Laser Argon Ion Argon Ion Argon Ion
Wavelength 488 nm 488 nm 488 nm
Power 75 mw 75mw 75 mw
Beams 1 1 1 + Polygon
Load/Unload Plate 60 sec 30 sec 30 sec
Best Exposure Time 4.5 min @
1270 dpi
1.4 min @
1016 dpi
3.50 min @
1016 dpi
System Internal Drum Hatbed Curve
Resolutions 1270 - 3810 dpi 1000 - 2540 dpi 1016 - 2540
dpi
Max. Plate 32"X42" 20" X 28" 33.4" X 43.4"/
55" X 67"
RIP Harlequin Harlequin Linotronic
Processor On Line On Line On Line
Media Alum. Polv Film Alum. Polv Film Alum. Polv
Film
Plate 4 -15 mil 4 -15 mil 16 mil
Price $310,000+ $290,000 $600,000+
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Linotype-Hell Optronics Presstec
Model Gutenberg
Laser YAG Argon Ion /YAG Infared
Wavelength 532 nm 488 - 532 nm 863 nm
Power 100mw 33 mw
Beams 1 8 32
Load/Unload Plate 2 min 2min 1 min
Best Exposure Time 6min@
2000 dpi
6min@
2000 dpi
5.3min
2540 dpi
System Internal External Drum External
Drum
Resolutions
dpi
1270 - 3284 dpi 1000 - 4000 dpi 1016 - 2540
Max. Plate 32.5" X 42" 35.4" X 44.5" 29.5" X 24.25"
RIP Linotype-Hell CAL, Harlequin Open
Processor On line Op Line Not needed
Media Aluminum Alum, Poly, Film Alum,
Poly,Film
Plate
Price
Wet or Dry
6 -15 mil
$450,000+
Wet
8mil
285,000+
Wet
6 -12 mil
300,000+
Wet and Dry
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Purup Screen Scitex
Model PM 80/40 DDPP DoPlate 800
Laser Argon Ion Argon Ion Argon Ion
Wavelength 488 nm 488 nm 488 nm
Power 75mw 75 mw
Beams 32 1
Load/Unload Platei 1 min 45 sec
Best Exposure Time 4.4min
2400 dpi
7.0min
2540 dpi
System Internal Drum Internal Drum Internal
Resolutions 1270 - 2540 dpi 1200 - 4000 dpi 1016 - 4000
dpi
Max. Plate 25" X 25" 32.3" X 40.5" 22" X 26"
RIP Harlequin Screen,Harlequin Scitex,Adobe
Processor Off Line Offline On Line
Media Alum, Poly, Film Alum, Poly Aluminum
Plate 6-8mil 6 -16 mil 6 -15 mil
Price $165,000+ $300,000+ $300,000+
Wet or Dry
Sold By:
Wet Wet Wet
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Appendix F
Check list ofitems neededfor the successful implementation ofa computer-to-
plateworkflow
1. Computer file troubleshooting capability
2. In depth knowledge of computer systems (yours and your clients)
3. Knowledgeable customer service/ sales representatives
4. The ability to educate your clients
5. Knowledge of application's weak point
6. A correct selection of plate
Physical considerations
1. Computer(s) in the front line to analyze clients files before they get
into the production cycle
2. Platesetter's placement
(press or pre-press room)
3. Archival of correct RIPed files
(Waiting for clients approval)
4.A good blue print for where all the components fit
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Other Hardware Suggested for the Computer-to-Plate work flow
Server
1. OS: Multi-tasking/Development savvy
2. Fast processor with the ability to add processors when needed
3. Error diffusion upgrade (FM)
4. Some kind of secondary cache
5. RAM 64 MB up-gradable to 364
6. The ability to handle at least five internal storage devices with sepa
rate disk controllers
7. Monitor
The server should support aWide Variety of Hardware
1. CD jukebox
2. DAT
3. Externalmagnetic storage device SCSI 1-3/PCI
4. RAID's
5. Syquest's 88/44/270 R/W
6. Flopitical
7.CDR/W
8. ATM
9. Network cards
10. Modem
Platesetter Servers
1. Print queue management
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2. Priority settings
3. Multiple queues supported for other devices
4. Viewing prior to imaging
5. Facility to store RIPed info / waiting for client approval
OPI
1. Low resolution files are generated
2. High resolution substituted
Archival
1. Local and global
2. Include virtual viewing (so operators can view a file even it has been
archived)
Job estimation
1. Teachable
2. Three level of estimation
Original quote
After the job is accepted
Summary of actual job costing (using data generated by bar codes)
Job tracking
1. Dynamic linking via barcodes from any station
Job scripting (programs that automate repeat functions)
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1. Job scripting
2. HyperText
Data Control (two operators cannot work on the same document at the
same time)
1. Document lockout
2. Version control
Image Support / Conversion
1. Scitex CT
2. DCS
3. Tiff all levels / including LZW 4 and 5
4. Compression into the system on the fly / Decompression at printer
5. JPEG
Trapping
1. Vector based
2. Raster based
3. Acknowledge trapping done on desktop
Font serving
1. Large font disk to store fonts / not included in HMS
2. Scrub font cache
3. Adobe 1, URW, Truetype
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